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“Life, with its rules, its obligations, and its
freedoms, is like a sonnet: You’re given the form,
but you have to write the sonnet yourself.”

National Author’s Day
Celebrate the work of your
young authors by sharing
student-written stories or
connecting learners with
published authors over Skype.

— Madeleine L’Engle, A Wrinkle in Time
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Birthday Celebration
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Daylight Saving Time Ends
On this day when we turn our
clocks back, redoing an hour,
ask students what hour they
would redo if they had Hermione
Granger’s time-turner from Harry
Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban.
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Veterans Day
Share N Is for Never Forget: POWMIA A to Z by Nancy Polette,
illustrated by Paul Dillon, a
stunningly beautiful picture
book honoring those who have
served and those who have
lost their lives in service to our
country.
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National Peanut Butter
Lovers Month
Peanut Butter is the star of Terry
Border’s popular picture book
series, which also features
other food characters in familiar
childhood scenarios at school
and play. Perfect for peanut
butter (and book) lovers!
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National American Indian
Heritage Month
Make a display of books
showcasing stories by Native
authors and illustrators, including
those featured in First Nations
Development Institute’s
Native American Children’s
Literature Recommended
Reading List.
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National Novel Writing
Month
Challenge students to work
alone, in pairs, or in a group to
devote the month of November
to writing a novel. Epic challenge.
Epic accomplishment. Learn
more about the NaNoWriMo
Young Writers Program.
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Equal Opportunity Day
Every kid deserves to have the
opportunity to pursue their
dreams. Make an inclusive
“Dream it. Be it.” display
celebrating the accomplishments
of a diversity of people through
photos and quotes.
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Child Safety and Protection
Month
It is everyone’s job to help keep
children safe. Teachers and
parents can request free McGruff
Safe Kids ID Kits using this link.

Jorge Argueta’s Birthday
Learn more about the awardwinning children’s book author
of Sopa de frijoles/Bean Soup;
Alfredito Flies Home; and Moony
Luna/Luna, Lunita Lunera by
visiting his website.
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International Tongue
Twister Day
Download this free Top 20
Tongue Twisters poster from
BusyTeacher.org to display in
your classroom or library.

Yuyi Morales’ Birthday
The author-illustrator talks
about her inspiring story
Dreamers in an interview
with Publishers Weekly.
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Happy Book Birthday to
Dreamland by Noah Klocek
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National Clean Out Your
Refrigerator Day
If you work at a school, chances
are you have a story or two
to tell about what’s lurking in
the recesses of the staff room
refrigerator. Maybe today’s
a good day for a team-effort
cleaning job.

Share episodes of the Good
Night Stories for Rebel Girls
podcast, based on the bestselling crowdfunded books and
celebrating the accomplishments of
women all over the world.
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Happy Book Birthday to My Heart
Is a Compass by Deborah Marcero
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Thanksgiving Day
Share Thanks a Million by Nikki
Grimes, illustrated by Cozbi
A. Cabrera, a picture book
collection of poems relating all of
the different ways we can show
our thanks to others.

World Hello Day
Learn “How to Say Hello in 100
Languages” with pronunciation
guides and map locations.
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National Family Literacy Month
Visit the National Center for
Families Learning website for
tools and resources to share.

National American Indian Heritage Month
Written by Matthew Winner
Follow Matthew on Twitter @MatthewWinner
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Happy Book Birthday to Don’t
Touch My Hair! by Sharee Miller
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Red Planet Day
Is there life on Mars? Could human
beings inhabit the red planet one
day? Have students create paintings
of martian landscapes and what it
might look like if humans built a city
on Mars.

National Novel Writing Month

Madeleine L’Engle’s Birthday
Tesser well! And check out
Intergalactic P.S. 3: A Wrinkle in
Time Story by Madeleine L’Engle
with illustrations by Hope Larson.
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FRIDAY

Día de los Muertos
On the final day of Día de los
Muertos celebrations, check out
the “Top 10 Day of the Dead
Children’s Books” from the
folks at Colours of Us.
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Pat Cummings’ Birthday
The award-winning illustrator
and author H. Chuku Lee
share how they created their
picture book retelling of
Beauty and the Beast on this
StoryMakers interview
on KidLit TV.
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National Button Day
These ”25 Cute as a Button
Crafts for Preschoolers”
from Play Ideas are absolutely
adorable and actually perfectly
suited for kids of all ages.
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Black Friday
Create a display of “Black Friday
Deals” featuring book bundles,
new books and tried-and-true
favorites for students to check
out on this special deal day!
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SATURDAY

National Sandwich
Day
Share Sam’s Hamburger
by David Pelham. Then
have students draw or
create representations
of the most disgusting
sandwiches imaginable.
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National Forget-Me-Not Day
Have your students write
letters to a previous teacher,
reconnecting them and giving
an opportunity to share what’s
been going on since they were
in class together.
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National Take a Hike Day
Today might be perfect for taking
your students outside to see
how the animals in your school’s
backyard are preparing for winter.
Bring pencils and observation
journals for students to write and
draw what they notice on their
backyard hike.
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Celebrate Your Unique
Talent Day
Ask students to share a unique
or unusual talent that sets them
apart from the rest. Be sure to
celebrate the weird, the unusual
and the unexpected. Sharing
talents takes a lot of courage.

30
Computer Security Day
Check your passwords. Change
your passwords. Secure your
Internet profiles. Take some time
today ensuring that your online
presence and activity is secure.
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